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Abstract

Purpose: Prostate cancer caused by the abnormal disorderly growth of prostatic acinar cells is the most prevalent cancer of men in western countries. We aimed to screen out differentially expressed genes (DEGs) and explore small molecule drugs for prostate cancer. Materials and Methods: The GSE3824 gene expression profile of prostate cancer was downloaded from Gene Expression Omnibus database which including 21 normal samples and 18 prostate cancer cells. The DEGs were identified by Limma package in R language and gene ontology and pathway enrichment analyses were performed. In addition, potential regulatory microRNAs and the target sites of the transcription factors were screened out based on the molecular signature database. In addition, the DEGs were mapped to the connectivity map database to identify potential small molecule drugs. Results: A total of 6,588 genes were filtered as DEGs between normal and prostate cancer samples. Examples such as ITGB6, ITGB3, ITGAV and ITGA2 may induce prostate cancer through actions on the focal adhesion pathway. Furthermore, the transcription factor, SP1, and its target genes ARHGAP26 and USF1 were identified. The most significant microRNA, MIR-506, was screened and found to regulate genes including ITGB1 and ITGB3. Additionally, small molecules MS-275, 8-azaguanine and pyrvinium were discovered to have the potential to repair the disordered metabolic pathways, and furthermore to remedy prostate cancer. Conclusions: The results of our analysis bear on the mechanism of prostate cancer and allow screening for small molecular drugs for this cancer. The findings have the potential for future use in the clinic for treatment of prostate cancer.
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Introduction

As a kind of malignancy, prostate cancer is resulting from the pathological changes in men's prostate tissue (DeMarzo et al., 2003). The incidence of prostate cancer has significant geographic and racial differences. In Europe, the United States and other developed countries, prostate cancer is the most common male malignancy, moreover, its mortality rate is in the second place among the various cancers (de Bono et al., 2011). In Asia, its incidence is lower than western countries, but rising rapidly in recent years (Zhang et al., 2011). Therefore, the research and treatment of prostate cancer have a great significance to human health.

In recent years, considerable researches are undertaken around prostate cancer. The researches about the molecular genetics and growth regulation of the prostate cancer have made remarkable progress (Singh et al., 2012). For example, large-scale genomic rearrangements and gene mutation found in prostate cancer may be the molecular mechanism of the cancer (Porkkaand Visakorpi, 2004). Abundant of reports about the regulatory functions of transcription factors and microRNAs in cancer have been published. Nevertheless, they mostly focused on a certain target or DNA. Therefore, the previous studies are inefficient and inadequate to explore the mechanism of cancer. Additionally, sex-steroid hormone, androgens and estrogens, play regulatory roles in the progression of prostate cancer (Boorjian and Tindall, 2013). Meanwhile, there are some small molecules which can treat prostate cancer, such as CPIC (1-(3-(2-chlorophenoxy) propyl)-1H-indole-3-carbonitrile), ARS4 ((2-(pyrimidin-2-ylthio)-1-(2,2,4-trimethyl-4-phenyl-3,4-dihydroquinolin-1(2H)-yl)ethanone) (Shapiro et al., 2012). However, these molecules don't treat the prostate cancer efficiently and selectively. Therefore, the need for new methods to elucidate the mechanism of prostate cancer and new therapeutics for prostate cancer is highlighted.

In this paper, microarrays were utilized to identify differentially expressed genes (DEGs) between cancer and normal prostate cells. Significance of differential expression was tested by Limma and adjusted for multiple testing with the Benjamini and Hochberg (BH) procedure. The functions of DEGs were investigated by Gene Ontology (GO) and pathway enrichment analysis. Additionally, several target sites of the transcription factors and microRNAs in prostate cancer...
factors and some regulatory microRNAs were screened out, helping us to elucidate the mechanism of the prostate cancer on a molecular level. In addition, candidate small molecules were identified for their potential use in the treatment of prostate cancer.

Materials and Methods

Derivation of genetic data
The gene expression profile of GSE38241 (Aryee et al., 2013) were downloaded from a public functional genomics data repository GEO (Gene Expression Omnibus, http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/) database. Total 39 specimens, including 21 normal samples and 18 prostate cancer specimens, were available based on the GPL4133Platform.

DEGs analysis
We analyzed the derived genetic data by Geoquery package and Limma package in R language (v.2.13.0) (Team, 2011). Geoquery can quickly access the expression profiling data on the GEO database, while Limma is the most popular method in the statistical analysis to study the DEGs (Diboun et al., 2006; Smyth, 2004). The preprocessed microarray data were obtained by Geoquery package then performed log2 transformation. We applied the Limma package, a linear regression model, to compare the normal samples and prostate cancer samples. Only the genes with \( p \)-value < 0.05 were screened out as DEGs.

GO enrichment analysis
GO analysis has become a common approach for functional annotation of large-scale genomic data (Hulsegge et al., 2009). GOEAST (Gene Ontology Enrichment Analysis Software Toolkit) an easy-to-use web-based toolkit that identifies statistically overrepresented GO terms within given gene sets (Zheng and Wang, 2008).

GOEAST was utilized for GO enrichment analysis to identify the locations of DEGs in cellular compartments and the DEGs affected molecular functions, based on the hypergeometric distribution, with the false discovery rate (FDR) less than 0.05.

Biological pathway enrichment analysis
Biological pathways were studied to explore the prostate cancer cells changes on the molecular level. All metabolic and non-metabolic pathways were downloaded from the open WikiPathways (Pico et al., 2008; Kelder et al., 2012) database, and conducted Wikipathways cluster analysis (Zhang et al., 2005; Duncan et al., 2010) to the DEGs by Gene Set Analysis Toolkit V2 platform. The count number larger than 2 and \( p \)-value less than 0.00001 were chosen as cut-off criterion.

Exploring potential target sites of transcription factors and potential regulatory microRNAs
Well-annotated gene sets in MsigDB (Molecular Signature Database, http://www.broadinstitute.org/gsea/msigdb/index.jsp) were conducted Gene Set Enrichment analysis (GSEA) (Subramanian et al., 2005). Then the GSEA results were statistically accounted with the hypergeometric distribution. Afterwards, the consequences were adjusted for multiple testing with BH. Finally, the target sites with FDR < 0.05 were selected as the potential target sites, which can regulate transcription factors. Similarly, the potential regulatory microRNAs were identified with FDR < 0.05.

Identification of candidate small molecules
CMap (The connectivity map) database contains 7056 gene-expression profiles data involving 6100 small molecules treatment-control pairs (Lamb et al., 2006). The DEGs were divided into up- and down-regulated groups. The top 500 genes with a highly significant correlation in each group were screened out. Then, these genes were conducted GSEA and compared with the DEGs in CMap database. Finally, a correlation score for each perturbagen was calculated, ranging from -1 to +1 (Braconi et al., 2010).

Results

Screening DEGs in prostate cancer cells
Based on the Geoquery and Limma package in R language, at a \( p \)-value of 0.05, a total of 10611 probes were identified to be differentially expressed in prostate cancer samples compared with normal controls, which corresponded to 6588 DEGs.

Gene function annotation
To determine the function of DEGs in prostate cancer,
Figure 2. The Enriched Gene Ontology (GO) Terms of the Molecular Function of the Differentially Expressed Genes (DEGs). The colored entries are the significant aggregation (FDR <0.05) ones, and the deeper colored entries represent the more significant ones.

Table 1. The Enriched Biological Pathways in Prostate Cancer Cells with p-value < 0.00001. The top 10 pathways were listed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pathway</th>
<th>Genes</th>
<th>P value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Focal Adhesion</td>
<td>ITGB6, ITGB3, ITGA4, ITGA2</td>
<td>7.08E-21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TGF beta Signaling Pathway</td>
<td>MAPK2K1, MAPK2K7, MAPK2K6</td>
<td>2.18E-19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regulation of Actin Cytoskeleton</td>
<td>WASP2, BRAF, FGF10, PAK7</td>
<td>6.30E-17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MicroRNAs in cardiomyocyte hypertrophy</td>
<td>RAI1, IGF1, WNT5A</td>
<td>5.38E-15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wnt Signaling Pathway and Pluripotency</td>
<td>TP53, NDK2, CCND1</td>
<td>1.30E-14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EGF/EGFR Signaling Pathway</td>
<td>ELK4, PTK6, RAF1, EPN1</td>
<td>3.90E-14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apoptosis</td>
<td>TP53, TP63, TP73, DFFB, IGF2</td>
<td>1.47E-13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apoptogenesis</td>
<td>IGF1, BMP2, STAT5B, BMP2</td>
<td>2.13E-13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Endochondral Ossification</td>
<td>IGF1, IGF2, IGF1R, TGB2</td>
<td>2.21E-12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2 shows the cellular compartments in which the DEGs were most located, such as centrioles, spindle fibers, microtubules (Figure 1). Meanwhile, Figure 2 displayed the molecular functions of DEGs, for instance, the binding of double-stranded DNA, transcription cofactor activity, signaling transduction activity (Figure 2).

Pathway enrichment analysis

In order to gain further insights into the changes of biological pathways in prostate cancer cells, we adopted WikiPathways cluster analysis to identify the significant pathways related to the DEGs. Total 49 pathways were identified and the top 10 pathways with a highly significant correlation were listed in Table 1 (Table 1). The most significant enrichment pathway was focal adhesion (p-value = 7.08E-21). And the genes enriched in focal adhesion were ITGB6, ITGB3, ITGA4 and ITGA2.

Exploring potential target sites

As an important regulatory element, transcription factors can regulate the gene expression. Taking upstream sequences of the DEGs as the analyzed object, we explored the potential target sites of the transcription factor. In Table 2, the top 20 target sites with a highly significant correlation were listed (Table 2). The most significant transcription factor was SP1, and SP1 may regulate the microRNA sequence GTGCCCTT.

Table 2. The Enriched Potential Target Sites of the Transcription Factor

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pathway</th>
<th>Genes</th>
<th>P value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>hsa_GGGCGGR_VSSP1_Q6</td>
<td>ARHGAP26, USF1, PIAS3, PNKD</td>
<td>2.07E-228</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hsa_GGGAGGRR_VSMAZ_Q6</td>
<td>DES, KDM4A, PRSS12, TMEM125, USF1</td>
<td>7.16E-170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hsa_CAGGTG_VSE12_Q6</td>
<td>SBF2, KLK1, NRG2, LPAR3</td>
<td>2.21E-148</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hsa_CTTTTT_VSLEF1_Q2</td>
<td>GBE1, GRIK2, RECK, AQP1</td>
<td>2.03E-138</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hsa_AACCTT_UNKOWN</td>
<td>PTHLH, MREG, PRSS12, AQP1</td>
<td>3.79E-131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hsa_TGGGTTT_VSFOX4_O1</td>
<td>TEK, ASPA, GRIK2, IL18</td>
<td>1.62E-127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hsa_TGGAAA_VSNFAT_Q4_O1</td>
<td>ASPA, MREG, DES, PRSS12</td>
<td>5.60E-110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hsa_CAGCCT_VSAP4_Q5</td>
<td>H2AFZ, KLK1, ASPA, DES</td>
<td>2.11E-98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hsa_GGGTGGR_VSPAX4_Q3</td>
<td>ADD1, IGF1, CCDC93, SBF2</td>
<td>7.99E-85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hsa_RGGCANGGGGY_VSNRF1_Q6</td>
<td>SBF2, NAPG, ADAM10, TMED4</td>
<td>6.70E-71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hsa_SCOGAGGY_VSELK1_02</td>
<td>USF1, LSR, APIS2, AP3B1</td>
<td>1.34E-70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hsa_CAGCTG_VSMYC_Q2</td>
<td>CGN, PPCS, ADAM10, UBR5</td>
<td>1.29E-69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hsa_GATTGGY_VSNFY_Q6_O1</td>
<td>MAT1A, CDH6, DFP3, PNKD</td>
<td>8.52E-69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hsa_RTAACA_VSFREAC2_01</td>
<td>TEK, ASPA, SBF2, ISL1</td>
<td>1.14E-68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hsa_TTANCTA_UNKOWN</td>
<td>ISL1, ASPA, PLAT, IGF1</td>
<td>1.18E-67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hsa_TGANCTA_VSAP1_C</td>
<td>DES, ACP2, BTK, LRP1</td>
<td>3.01E-67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hsa_RYTCTCCT_VSEST2_B</td>
<td>SBF2, CDK5, IGF1, LSR</td>
<td>2.30E-65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hsa_CTTTTGA_VSFLE1_Q2</td>
<td>SPSB2, DES, CGN, UBR5</td>
<td>4.92E-62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hsa_TGACCTY_VSERR1_Q2</td>
<td>TEK, CGN, MREG, SERINC2</td>
<td>1.24E-61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hsa_TATAAA_VSTATA_01</td>
<td>LIF, DES, GBE1, KRT16</td>
<td>1.50E-61</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Related small molecule drugs screening

In order to screen out small molecule drugs, we performed computational bioinformatics analysis of DEGs using the CMap. Total 20 related small molecules with a highly significant correlation were listed in Table 4, including 9 negatively related molecules and 11 positively related small molecules (Table 4). Among these molecules, MS-275, 8-azaguanine and pyrvinium with the highest negative correlation had the potential to treat the prostate cancer.

Discussion

The clinical heterogeneity and high prevalence of prostate cancer, raises challenges in the management of newly diagnosed patients (Taylor et al., 2010). Therefore, there is an urgent need to explore the mechanism of prostate cancer, and develop an effective prevention strategy for it. In the present study, we utilized the gene expression profile downloaded from GEO to explore the mechanism of prostate cancer development. Furthermore, small molecule drugs which had the potential to treat the prostate cancer were screened out. Finally, a total of 6588 DEGs were identified between prostate cancer samples and normal controls.

Current strategies typically study entire pathways, whether by singular enrichment analysis or by gene set enrichment analysis (Sherman and Lempicki, 2009). In this study, we identified 49 pathways and screened out focal adhesion as the most significant pathway in the development of prostate cancer. The focal adhesion is a prominent determinant in cancer initiation, progression and metastasis (Luo and Guan, 2010). The genes in integrin family, such as ITGB6, ITGB3, ITGA2 and ITGA5, are closely related to focal adhesion. Among this family, ITGB6 (integrin-beta 6), which mediates the interactions between adjacent cells and between cells and extracellular matrix, is down-regulated during tumor progression (Pontes-Júnior et al., 2009). Meanwhile, ITGB3 and ITGA2 have been found to play important roles in breast cancer and colorectal cancer (Langsenlehner et al., 2006). In addition, ITGA5 is related to many cancer types among which prostate and breast cancer for which it is important in the bone environment to the growth and pathogenesis of cancer bone metastases (Daemen et al., 2008). Therefore, our study indicates that these integrin genes located in focal adhesion play crucial roles in cancer initiation, progression and metastasis.

Great deals of reports have declared that abundant of transcription factors are overactive in human cancer cells, which make them targets for the studies of...
cancer mechanisms. In this paper, the most significant transcription factor is SP1 (specificity protein 1), which binds to GC/GT-rich promoter elements, such as GGGCCGR. A number of genes, such as ARHGAP26 and USF1, which contain this sequence, can be identified by SP1. ARHGAP26 has been found shown to be expressed in a subset of ovarian cancer tissues at high levels, while it is absent or present only at low levels in normal tissues (Jarius et al., 2013). USF1 (upstream stimulatory factor 1) is a transcriptional suppressor of human telomerase reverse transcriptase in oral cancer cells (Chang et al., 2005).

MicroRNAs are small regulatory RNAs that regulate the translation and degradation of target mRNAs and are extensively involved in human cancers (Fabbri et al., 2007). The most significant microRNA in our study is MIR-506 and its targeting sequence is GTCGCCCT. Genes, such as ITGB1 and ITGA3, which contain this sequence can be regulated by MIR-506. ITGB1 in focal adhesion has been found play crucial roles in biological pathway. Additionally, it also has been discovered can be regulated by MIR-506. Therefore, ITGB1 may play an essential role in the pathogenesis of prostate cancer. Because this finding has not been reported by any other researchers, our study sets a new insight to explore the mechanism of prostate cancer.

Although there are several useful medicines in prostate cancer treatment, such as dutasteride (Andriole et al., 2010) and microRNA mir-34a inhibitor (Liu et al., 2011), these medicines are far from enough for prostate cancer treatment. Recent studies elucidate that small molecules can enhance the efficacy of cancer drugs and treat cancer (Sugahara et al., 2010). In our study, three molecule drugs (MS-275, 8-azaguanine and pyrvinium) were screened out which may effective for prostate cancer treatment. MS-275, a histone deacetylase inhibitor, has been demonstrated to display antiproliferative activity towards several human cancer cell lines, including breast, colorectal, lung, ovarian and pancreatic cancer cells (Altmann et al., 2010). Meanwhile, the incorporation of 8-azaguanine in m-RNA of tumor cells has been found to inhibit protein synthesis and has been implicated as a lead molecule in cancer therapy (Gogiaand Puranik, 2013). Additionally, pyrvinium, a classical anthelminthic, potently inhibited proliferation and STAT3 Tyr705 phosphorylation of human myeloma/erythroleukemia cells (Harada et al., 2012). Consequently, our present findings conform to the previous studies. In conclusion, our studies shed new light on the mechanism and treatment of prostate cancers. DEGs of prostate cancer were analyzed by a computational bioinformatics approach. Meanwhile, the changed biological pathways in cancer cells were identified, and the potential targets of transcription factors and regulatory microRNAs were enriched. Furthermore, three small molecule drugs (MS-275, 8-azaguanine and pyrvinium) capable of treating the prostate cancer were screened. Our research may provide a new strategy in the medical therapy of prostate cancer. Since the increasing public availability of genomic data, we predict that this approach will be an attractive strategy that could be used in many other researches.
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